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ABSTRACT. Equations for determiDjng the roughness factor (ratio of true surface to
apparent area) of rotary-cut veneer were derived from an assumed tracheid model.
With data measured on southern pine veneers, the equations indicated that the roughness
factor of latewood was near unity, whereas that of earlywood was about 2.

T HE ROUGHNESS of a veneer surf~ affects the
wettability of the surface and hence the glu.

ability. Wenzep defined roughness as

TnJe 1Urfa~ ara
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Derivation of Expression of Roughness Factor
Consider the profile of rotary-peeled veneer

(Fig. 1). The true (day lit) surface is composed
of lumen walls and cut cell walls. The rdative
areas of these two types of surfaces vary ac-
cording to the manner in which the veneer knife
severs the cells.

Figure 2A shows the simple situation com-
monly found in rotary-peeled latewood veneersa
in which the knife has passed close to the inter-
cellular layer and the surface is composed of cell
walls only. If cell wall roughness resulting
from depoftits of physiological debris or microfi-
bril damage is ignored, the roughness factor
( Rt) of \'aleer comprised of d1ese cells is unity,
as follows:

Apparent surfa~ area

where the true area is the total exposed (or d.ylit)
surface including all irregularities, and the ap-
parent area is the area of the cut surface as pro-
jected to the rotting plane.

Thus defined, the factor R is a quantitative
assessment of surface roughness. Wenzel then
derived an equation showing the effect of R on
contact angle. which in turn is strongly correlated
with wettability.

Wenzel worked with non-wood surfaces.
Other workers have devised ways of appraising the
roughness of veneer, but none of the methods
yidd values that can be directly related to contact
angle. The present paper develops a method of
computing R for an assumed trad1eid model. and
illustrates the computation with measured data
from southern pine veneer.

drRI = - = 1 00
dr

where JT = tangential tr8d1eid diameter.

In earlywood veneers, however, the knife
frequently cuts across lumens to expose a total
surface comprised of cut radial cell walls, lumen
surfaces of tangential walls, and lumen surfaces
of radial walls. If the knife cuts through the
radial walls as shown in Figure 2B, that portion
of the surface comprised of cut radial cell walls,
and lumen surfaces of tangential walls remains
constant; but, as indicated in Figure 3, the
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FIgure 1. - Surfaces of tight side of rotary-cut southern pine veneer. lA, II Phatornlcrograplls of
transverse sections of earlywood and latewood. IC, DI Surface profile. Scale mark = 100 I'm.

exposed area of lumen surface on the radial
walls is directly proportional to the fraction (k)
of the radial lumen wall remaining exposed. If
the tracheids are assumed to be rectangular in

A: EXPOSED CELL WALL 7

shape and open at both ends, the surface area
exposed by a knife cutting across cell walls can
be written:

True surface u. =
1
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k = fraction of radial lwnen wall ex-
posed on the veneer surface

aT = tangential tracheid diameter
a. = radial lumen diameter
a. = single wall thickness
L = tradleid length
n. = nwnber of cells cut with.. fraction

of radial lumen wall exposed
N = total nwnber of cells cut = ~n.

The fraction ~I N in Equation [5] is an ex-
pression of the probability of cutting cdls at
fraction l.. In an idealized wood, the probebilities
are assumed to be the same for all possible k's

Figure 2. - Models of venee, surfaces cut during
rotory peeling. (A) Cut within cell wall. (I) Cut across
cell wall through lumen.
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then, if k = 0.5 as assumed in Equation f6], by
substitution:K-:..Q&L
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Procedure

Ten sheets of 20- by 20-inch green, rota.ry-cut,
southern pine veneer measuring lIS-inch thick
were selected from a plywood plant in central
Louisiana. From each sheet, four pieces of
earlywood and four pieces of latewood were cut;
the pieces measured 1 inch along the grain and
1/4-inch tangentially across the grain. From
each piece one transverse section 20 ,.m thick (a
micrometer is 10-1 meter) was cut on a micro-
tome. After being stained with safran in, the
sections were dehydrated by transferring them
through a series of alcohol solutions (i.e" 30, 50,
70, 95, and 100 percent alcohol) to minimize
shrinkage. The dehydrated sections were then
cleared with xylene and mounted on slides.
Cellular dimensions necessary to solve Equation
[10] were measured on a light microscope
equipped with a Filar eyepiece. Twenty-five
measurements of each dimension were made on
the tight side of each veneer section. A few
tracheids had failed along the radial compound
middle lamella; they were treated as exposed
radial lumen surface and included in d1e term J.d..

RADIAL LUMEN DIAMETER EXPOSED ON
VENEER SURFACE AFTER CUTTING (dj)

K=
RADIAL LUMEN DIAMETER (dr)

Figure 3. - Definition of k, on a single tracheid
model in cross section. The dashed lines represent knife
cuts with COr1'85ponding k values.

(i.e., f~ k = 0 to k = 1); therefore, an average
value of k = 0.5 is justified. By substituting k. =
0.5 in Equation [5]:

dr+d. d.= 1 + - [I]
dr dr

The probabilities of cutting within and across
cdls are related to cell wall thickness and to radial
lumen diameter, as follows:

2d.

R. =

2d.-
d..
d.
da

ro

[8]

pa=2d.+dr

--~=

Pt=2d.+dr
where

Results and Discussion

Table 1 summarizes the measurements and
the results of R-value computations. Each tabu-
lated value of cellular dimensions is the average
of 100 observations (i.e., 25 per section) (four
sections each of earlywood and latewood from
every sheet of veneer).

As shown in the last four columns of the
table, the roughness factor of earlywood (range
1.91 to 2.18) was consistently larger than that of
latewood (range 1.06 to 1.22). This result was
not surprising. Because earlywood has larger
lwnens and thinner cell walls than latewood, it is
more likely to be cut across cell walls. The rough-
ness data in the table may be summarized as:

Pi = probability of cutting within cell
walls

Pi = probability of cutting across cell
W6l1s

d. = radial tradteid diameter

The overall roughness factor (R) for a veneer
surface can therefore be stated as follows:

R = Pi Rl + PI R. [I]

By combining Equations [2]. [5]. [7]. and

[8]
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